Layout, 57th Street
- Purchase clothing and assign closet space
- Wooden hangers with Earth totes for storing towels and shoes
- Tailgate chair for ea. person to be stored in assigned closet space
- DollarTree bins for closet shelves to store personal items (Plano shelves for BCC)

Aspects of the plan:
- iBed in a Box Hideaway Guest Bed, 32 x 74.5 x 13 in $105.08
- DIMPA Storage bag, clear, $3.99
- One refrigerator and two chest freezers for windowless bedroom (store room)
- Small black folding tables for extra surfaces area in store room
- Bunks need to be pushed together in bedrooms 79W x 42D x 68H in. $179.10 each
- Floor lamps will be needed in the bedrooms
- Extra large TV for living room will be needed (seating will be tailgate chairs)
- (Home Depot) Delta Classic Single-Handle Standard Kitchen Faucet with Fittings in Chrome, $63.80
- (Walmart) 18" Portable Dishwasher with Energy Star - White, $378.98

Use punched blank index cards (Walmart) and women’s elastic headbands to label shelves or sections of closet space.

Use heavy plastic shopping bags from Whole Foods for bulky items (pillow) or heavy shoes (extra shoes) on wooden hangers.